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Bandpass-Type NGD Design Engineering and Uncertainty Analysis
of RLC-Series Resonator Based Passive Cell
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Abstract—This paper investigates the design method, characterization, and innovative uncertainty
analysis of bandpass (BP) type negative group delay (NGD) passive cell. The lumped passive topology
under study consists of a resistor and a passive RLC-series network. The voltage transfer function
(VTF) based circuit theory introducing the BP NGD specification analytical expressions is established
in function of the R, L, and C lumped component parameters. The BP NGD performance is evaluated
by figure of merit (FOM) formula. To demonstrate the BP NGD function, the design method was
applied to a proof-of-concept (POC) operating at 125-kHz RFID standard center frequency. The BP
NGD theory is validated by both AC simulation and measurement of POC and discrete component-based
circuit prototype. Experimental BP NGD results in good agreement with calculation and simulation are
obtained with NGD value of −36.77µs, 8% NGD bandwidth, and an attenuation lower than −9.6 dB.
Innovative expressions of BP NGD parameter uncertainties are established versus the POC circuit
parameters. The BP NGD specification variations are interpreted with respect to the influence of
constituting component uncertainties via comparison between the established NGD uncertainty theory
and co-simulated sensitivity analyses.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the open challenges expected from the modern electronic circuit designers is to deal with the
signal delay effect with respect to integration density. Coupled to the undesirable noise effects, the
signal delay reduces the circuit performances considerably [1–4]. Research works have been done on
the electronic circuit design constraint [1–5]. A relevant model of analytical interconnect delay that
accounts for the dynamic behavior of signal slope was proposed [2]. The group delay (GD) based design
is useful for the improvement of certain electronic and communication devices. For example, the delay
effect was exploited to enhance the gain bandwidth (BW) on negative feedback amplifiers [6]. However,
adding time delay element can decrease most of the circuit performance. An alternative solution can be
envisaged, for example, by using the negative group delay (NGD) function as described in the following
paragraph.
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1.1. Bibliography of NGD Electronic Circuit Potential Applications

The unfamiliar NGD function presents particular and potential applications. Literature review on
NGD electronic circuit applications allows to forecast the development of innovative devices notably for
RF and microwave communications engineering [7–24]. Some synthesis works of different NGD circuit
applications are described in the following items:

• As intuitive application, NGD electronic circuit engineering is naturally useful to compensate and
overcome the GD undesirable effect [7–10].

• A two-stage NGD planar circuit was used in a signal cancellation loop to cancel out positive
DGs [11].

• Another NGD circuit (NGDC) application for designing wideband electrically small antennas by
using reflection-type NGD network using open and short shunt stubs [12].

• The RF and microwave NGD circuits were employed to design some innovative non-Foster
element lumped circuits [13], which represent one of the most remarkable NGD electronic circuit
applications.

• An innovative design method of constant phase shifter (PS) operating independently with the
frequency is introduced in [14–19]. The NGD electronic circuit-based PS can be designed by using
transistor-based active, distributed and passive lumped networks [14–19].

• An innovative technique permitting to increase bandwidth of an analog feedback amplifier by
employing NGDC was demonstrated in [20, 21]. As an example, the distributed element NGDC
has been used to enhance a feedforward amplifier performance [21].

• And a fascinating application dedicated to electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) design engineering
was recently proposed by means of resonance reduction aiming interferences cancellation [22, 23].

1.2. Brief State of the Art on Electronic Circuit NGD Design

In brief, the NGD effect was initially experimented with optical system [24–26]. Then, many interests
from electronic engineering researchers were found [27–55]. Innovative microwave NGD design feasibility
was verified in 2000s with left-handed metamaterial circuits [27–30]. Based on the metamaterial
structure inspired designing, different NGD compact RF and microwave circuits [31–38] were proposed.
Based on short-circuited coupled lines, novel topologies of reflective-type NGD networks with very small
signal attenuation have been developed [32]. A distributed transmission line NGD filter was designed
and implemented [33]. An innovative dual-band NGDC constituted of quarter wavelength short stubs
was proposed in [34]. A design of distributed and second-order RC circuit configuration was also
introduced in [35]. Some simple and efficient designs of microstrip NGDC were proposed [36–38].

In parallel with RF and microwave engineering, NGD circuit theory based on lumped element
topologies was proposed [39–43]. Theoretical and experimental NGD investigations were performed with
low frequency topologies [39–43]. Despite this progressive research work, the BP NGD function remains
one of the most unfamiliar electronic functions for majority of current electronic design, fabrication, test
and commercial engineers. Despite its counterintuitive aspect, the NGD function does not contradict the
causality [39, 40]. However, because of misunderstanding and misinterpretation, the existence, design
method and validation method remain open questions which need to be answered.

1.3. Fundamental Types of NGD Circuit Topologies Inspired from Filter Theory

To answer such curious questions, simpler and more fundamental circuit theory enabling to understand
the different types of NGD function is necessary. An NGD circuit theory on low-pass (LP), high-pass
(HP), and bandpass (BP) using NGD elementary functions was introduced [44–54]. Design approaches of
LP NGD type passive circuit were proposed [44–50]. The BP NGD type approaches notably with RF and
microwave topologies [27–38, 44–47, 51] are the most expanded NGD functions. In addition, uncommon
characterization of other types as HP NGD function [52, 53] and stop-band NGD function [54, 55] circuits
wwa recently introduced. But today, the analogy between the different types of filters and the NGD
concept is still not clear enough for non-specialist electronic design and fabrication engineers.
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1.4. Outline of the Paper

An RLC series resonator-based BP NGD passive topology with voltage transfer function (VTF) is
presented in this paper. Innovative BP NGD experimental characterization and uncertainty analyses
are introduced in the present research work, different from the active circuit S-parameter based study
in [27–38, 45–47, 51]. The paper is organized into five principal sections as follows:

- Section 2 is devoted to the recall on the definitions of elementary specifications to qualify the BP
NGD function.

- Section 3 develops the BP NGD theory of the considered topology. The BP NGD property of an
RLC-series resonant network is described from the circuit voltage transfer function (VTF).

- Section 4 describes the feasibility study with validation results of the unfamiliar BP NGD function.
The section examines the AC simulations and experimentations of proof-of-concept (POC) by
designing and implementing aBP NGD circuit prototype.

- In Section 5, BP NGD circuit uncertainty analyses with respect to lumped RLC components are
investigated. Then, the BP NGD specification relative variations will be discussed versus 10%
tolerance of the constituting components.

- Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. BP NGD TYPE FUNCTION IDEAL SPECIFICATIONS

For the better description of the BP NGD unfamiliar aspect [27–38, 44–47, 51], we propose in this section
to start with the basic function definitions. The analytical approach is based on the consideration of
the VTF expression. The main frequency responses necessary for the BP NGD analysis are defined.

2.1. Representation of the Frequency Responses Necessary for the BP NGD Analysis

The BP NGD analysis [27–38, 44–47, 51] is fundamentally based on the frequency responses of the
considered circuit topology VTF. For the present case of study, the circuit can be generalized by the
synoptic diagram of the black box system shown in Fig. 1. Like all classical electronic circuit, the
VTF can be expressed from the input and output signal voltages as represented by Vin and Vout in the
diagram, respectively.

Figure 1. Ideal black box circuit.

By denoting the complex angular frequency variable, jω = j2πf , based on the circuit and system
theory, the VTF is defined by T (jω) = Vout(jω)/Vin(jω). The basic analytical elements to explore this
response are magnitude, T (ω) = |T (jω)|, and especially the GD defined from phase, φ(ω) = arg[T (jω)].
According to circuit theory [3–38], we can derive from this last expression the GD defined by the
following definition:

GD(ω) = −∂φ(ω)

∂ω
(1)

Knowing these fundamental elements, we can explore the BP NGD response. The basic characteristics
of this unfamiliar function response is introduced in the following paragraph.
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2.2. Definition of BP NGD Specifications

The analysis of unfamiliar BP NGD circuit topology is based on specific parameters linked to the VTF
frequency responses. In this case of study, different from most of classical electronic circuit, the main
parameters of the characterization are essentially the GD and magnitude. Subsequently, Fig. 2(a) and
Fig. 2(b) introduce ideal plots associated with the GD and magnitude of unfamiliar BP NGD responses
versus positive real frequency traditionally known as f = ω/(2π). As illustrated in Fig. 2(a), the
GD of BP NGD ideal response should satisfy the condition: GD(ωc1 ≤ ω ≤ ωc2) ≈ GDn < 0 and
GD(ω < ωc1 ∪ ωc2 < ω) > 0. In this quantity, the term GDn is the GD at the center frequency. Then,
ωc1 and ωc2 represent the NGD cut-off frequencies.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) GD and (b) magnitude of NGD ideal responses.

Following this analytical approach, we denote the NGD center frequency ωn = 2πfn and the NGD
cut-off frequencies ωc,k = 2πfc,k with k = {1, 2}. These specific frequencies are related to the GD
values following the mathematical equation and in equation defined by respectively GD(ωc,k) = 0
and GD(ωn) < 0. The NGD BW is equal to BWNGD = fc,2 − fc,1 which is also equal to
BWNGD = (ωc,2−ωc,1)/(2π). As seen in Fig. 2(b), in the frequency band ωc,1 < ω < ωc,2, the attenuation
losses respect the classical constraints related to Tmin as classical microwave devices |T (jω)| < Tmin. For
more concrete investigation, let us consider, in the following section, the didactical BP NGD analysis
of RLC-resonant network-based topology.

3. THEORY OF THE RLC-SERIES NETWORK BASED BP NGD TOPOLOGY

The present section develops the theoretical approach on the BP NGD analysis which will be applied
to the RLC-series resonant network-based topology.

3.1. Circuit Description and VTF Expression

The considered passive cell constituting the BP NGD topology is depicted in Fig. 3. The topology under
study is composed of RLC-series resonant network. To study this circuit, let us denote the impedance
series Zn(jω) = Rn + jωLn + 1/(jωCn) which is composed of passive components, resistance, Rn,
inductance, Ln, and capacitor, Cn. We emphasize that the BP NGD topology is different from the
RLC-parallel network-based cell identified as equivalent to the split ring resonator (SRR) based left-
handed metamaterial circuits as proposed in [27, 28]. The circuit is assumed fed by input voltage, Vin.
The generated output voltage, Vout, is connected to shunt resistance, R.

By using the voltage divider principle, it can be demonstrated that this VTF can be rewritten
explicitly in function of the RLC component values T (jω) = Zn(jω)/[Zn(jω) +R]. Substituting the
impedance expression Zn(jω) into the last equation, we have:

T (jω) =
RnCnω + j(LnCnω

2 − 1)

(R+Rn)Cnω + j(LnCnω2 − 1)
(2)

Based on this VTF expression, the elaboration of frequency responses will be developed in the following
subsection.
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Figure 3. RLC-series network based NGD passive cell under study.

3.2. Frequency Responses of the BP NGD Topology under Study

As defined earlier in paragraph 2.1, the frequency responses considered in the present study are the
magnitude, phase, and GD. By taking into account the VTF, the first one is analytically equal to:

T (ω) =

√
(RnCnω)

2 + (LnCnω2 − 1)2

[(R+Rn)Cnω]
2 + (LnCnω2 − 1)2

(3)

The phase response associated to our VTF is given by:

φ(ω) = arctan

(
LnCnω

2 − 1

RnCnω

)
− arctan

[
LnCnω

2 − 1

(R+Rn)Cnω

]
(4)

Following the definition, the GD calculated as the derivative of the previous phase response can be
written as follows:

GD(ω) =
(R+Rn)Cn

(
LnCnω

2 + 1
)

[(R+Rn)Cnω]
2 + (LnCnω2 − 1)2

−
RnCn

(
LnCnω

2 + 1
)

(RnCnω)
2 + (LnCnω2 − 1)2

(5)

These analytical responses will serve to establish the NGD specification parameters in function of the
R, L, and C components.

3.3. Expression of BP NGD Specifications at the Resonance Frequency

The resonance angular frequency of our RLC-series network-based circuit is given by ωn = 1/
√
LnCn.

This quantity corresponds to the following frequency fn = ωn/(2π) which can be rewritten as
fn = 1/(2π

√
LnCn). This frequency is assumed as the NGD center frequency in the rest of the paper.

At this remarkable frequency, we have:

- The attenuation Tn = T (ωn) becomes:

Tn =

√
(RnCnωn)

2

[(R+Rn)Cnωn]
2 (6)

This attenuation can be simplified as:

Tn =
Rn

R+Rn
(7)

- The phase is equal to φn = φ(ωn) = 0.

- And more importantly the fundamental formula of GD value GDn = GD(ωn) is:

GDn =
−2RLn

Rn (R+Rn)
(8)
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3.4. Elaboration of NGD Cut-Off Frequencies and BW

The NGD cut-off frequencies are the root of the GD established in Equation (8). After mathematical
simplification, the corresponding equation is:

(LnCn)
2ω4 −

[
2LnCn +Rn (R+Rn)C

2
n

]
ω2 + 1 = 0 (9)

From this equation, we determined the NGD cut-off frequencies which are expressed as:

fc1 =

√
K1 −

√
K2

2π
√
2LnCn

(10)

fc2 =

√
K1 +

√
K2

2π
√
2LnCn

(11)

where:

K1 = 2LnCn +Rn (R+Rn)C
2
n (12)

K2 =
[
Rn (R+Rn)C

2
n

]2
+ 4LnCnRn (R+Rn)C

2
n (13)

It can be analytically verified that the proposed NGD circuit presents a specific property related to the
product between the two NGD cut-off frequencies:

fc1 · fc2 =
1

(2π)2 LnCn

(14)

This relationship is equivalent to:
fc1 · fc2 = f2

n (15)

Another important BP NGD specification is the NGD BW defined earlier. By means of Equations (10)
and (11), we have the detailed NGD BW formula, via the square BW 2 = (fc2 − fc1)

2 which gives:

BW 2 =
K1

4π2 (LnCn)
2 − 2f2

n (16)

After substitution of K1 from equation of fn, the previous relation can be rewritten also as:

BW 2 =
Rn (R+Rn)C

2
n

4π2 (LnCn)
2 (17)

After all, we have the final NGD BW expression:

BW =

√
Rn (R+Rn)

2πLn
(18)

At this stage of the study, we have theoretically demonstrated that the circuit depicted in Fig. 3 fulfills
the characteristics of BP NGD function.

3.5. Analytical Investigation on BP NGD Figure of Merit (FoM)

To characterize the performance of the proposed circuit, we define the BP NGD FoM which is defined
from the previous BP NGD specifications via the relation:

FoM = Tn · |GDn| ·BW (19)

Substituting the attenuation given in Equation (7), the GD value proposed in Equation (8), and the
NGD BW of Equation (18) into the previous relation, we have:

FoM =
Rn

(R+Rn)
· 2RLn

Rn (R+Rn)
·
√

Rn (R+Rn)

2πLn
(20)

After mathematical simplification, the later relation can be rewritten as:

FoM =
R

π (R+Rn)
·
√

Rn

R+Rn
(21)
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For the case of our NGD circuit, this FoM quantity can also be expressed in function of the attenuation
by means of Equation (7). Accordingly, we have:

FoM =
(1− Tn) ·

√
Tn

π
(22)

The NGD circuit is optimized from the point of view of the NGD if and only if FoM is maximum. We
can demonstrate that the derivative of this function can be expressed as:

d [FoM(Tn)]

dTn
=

1− 3Tn

2π
√
Tn

(23)

It means that the maximum of the BP NGD RLC-series circuit, FoM, is reached when:

d [FoM(Tn)]

dTn

∣∣∣∣
Tn=Tnopt

= 0. (24)

Consequently, based on expression (23), the root of Equation (24) is Tnopt = 1/3 which implies R = 2Rn.

In this case, the BP NGD FoM is equal to FoMmax = 2/(3π
√
3). Moreover, we also have the NGD

value-BW product:

|GDn| ·BW =
2

π
√
3

(25)

This last relation explains that |GDn| and BW are inversely proportional for our BP NGD topology. If
we choose to have a large NGDBW, |GDn| will be small and vice versa.

3.6. Synthetic Formulations of BP NGD Specifications

Table 1 recapitulates the basic expressions of the BP NGD specific parameters of the RLC-series resonant
network based passive cell. It is worth to note that in the expressions exposed in Table 1, the units of
resistor, inductor, and capacitor parameters are in Ohm (Ω), Henry (H), and Farad (F ), respectively.

Table 1. General expression and optimized expression for main NGD parameters.

BP NGD parameters General expressions Optimal expressions

fn [Hz] 1
2π

√
LnCn

-

Tn
Rn

R+Rn

1
3

GDn [s] − 2RLn
Rn(R+Rn)

−
(
4
3

)
· Ln
Rn

BW [Hz]

√
Rn(R+Rn)

2πLn

(√
3

2π

)
· Rn
Ln

FoM R
π(R+Rn)

·
√

Rn
R+Rn

= (1−Tn)·
√
Tn

π
2

3π
√
3

These formulas of second column express the BP NGD specifications under the particular case where
the angular frequency ω = ωn. Then, the third column of the table presents the values corresponding
to the case of optimal BP NGD FoM. For the feasibility study of the established BP NGD engineering
of the previously established theory, AC validation results with low frequency (LF) circuit are explored
in the next section.

4. PRACTICAL STUDY OF THE BP NGD CIRCUIT WITH AC SIMULATION AND
EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

For the BP NGD engineering feasibility study, the design and parameters of the circuit POC are
described in the present section. The BP NGD validation in the LFs will be explored by discussion
between the results from theoretical model, simulation, and experimentation.
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4.1. Description of the BP NGD POC Design

Like all electronic function, the initial step of the BP NGD design engineering is the choice of the BP
NGD specifications. In the next step, the parameters of RLC-series network-based circuit announced
earlier in Fig. 2 must be determined. In this second step, the ideal component values constituting
the circuit must be calculated. Accordingly, we propose to consider the frequency band specification
corresponding to RFID standard with 125 kHz center frequency. Therefore, the desired BP NGD
specifications indicated in the first row of Table 2 are considered. As use case of the POC, based
on the established theory of Section 3, the R, Rn, Ln, and Cn parameters of the BP NGD passive cell
introduced in Fig. 3 were calculated.

Table 2. BP NGD desired specifications and circuit parameters.

Objective Description Name Value

Desired BP NGD

specifications

Center frequency fn 125 kHz

Attenuation Tn 1/3

BW BW 115 kHz to 135 kHz

NGD value GDn −36.77µs

POC circuit

parameters

Resistor
R 725.2Ω

Rn 362.6Ω

Inductor Ln 10mH

Capacitor Cn 162 pF

Table 3. Characteristics of the tested components constituting the BP NGD circuit demonstrator.

Name Quantity Designation Nominal value Manufacturer references Tolerance

Resistor

2 R 680Ω + 47Ω

Reference: 892-6070

and 892-5581 at RS

seller c⃝/Carbon

Film Resistor

Serie E24

(5% relative

inaccuracy)

2 Rn 330Ω + 33Ω

Reference: 892-5575

and 892-5409 at RS

seller c⃝/Carbon

Film Resistor

Serie E24

(5% relative

inaccuracy)

Inductor 1 Ln 10mH

Reference: 800-4381

at RS seller c⃝/Radial

inductance, Resonance

frequency 1 kHz, 23.8Ω Rdc

Serie E12

(10% relative

inaccuracy)

Capacitor 2 Cn 150 pF + 10 pF

Reference: 892-6070

and 892-5581 at RS

seller c⃝/Carbon

Film Capacitor

Serie E6

(20% relative

inaccuracy)

The second row of Table 2 summarizes the obtained values of the BP NGD circuit POC considered
in the present study. Table 3 addressed the list of the components employed to build the BP NGD
CUT. Two components were interconnected in parallel to realize the resistances, R and Rn. The same
two capacitors were interconnected in parallel to realize the capacitor, C. The relative tolerances of the
resistors, inductor, and capacitor are classified in series E24, E12, and E6, respectively. To validate the
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calculated model, based on the previously determined and chosen nominal parameters, the BP NGD
circuit was designed and simulated. One underlines that LF AC simulations were carried out by the
ADS R⃝ commercial tool from Keysight Technologies R⃝. This software tool is dedicated to the electrical
and electronic circuit simulation. Fig. 4 represents the design of the BP NGD RLC-series network-based
circuit POC in the ADS R⃝ schematic environment.

Figure 4. ADS R⃝ design of the simulated BP NGD circuit.

The simulations were performed in AC regime with minimal frequency, fmin = 100 kHz, and
maximal frequency, fmax = 150 kHz, over 250 frequency samples. To validate the BP NGD aspect
experimentally, the POC was experimentally investigated. The implemented and experimented
validation results will be examined in the following reminder of the paper. The innovative technique of
the BP NGD experimental setup will be described in the next paragraph.

4.2. Description of the BP NGD Experimental Setup

An experimentation technique of BP NGD aspect in the LFs was realized to validate the BP NGD
function practically with the proposed RLC-series circuit. The present subsection will describe how
the measurement was realized, and the data processing was performed. As a matter of fact, Fig. 5(a)
illustrates the performed BP NGD experimental setup. This innovative practical study was made by
measurements of harmonic sine signals by sweeping the period or frequency. During the test, the input

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a) Illustrative diagram and (b) photograph of the performed BP NGD experimental setup.
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signal is injected from the LF signal generator (SIGLENT SDG 2042X) with possibility of frequency
tuning in the operating band of interest. Then, the RLC-series circuit prototype was mounted on the
solderless breadboard. The LF signal generator and the oscilloscope (SIGLENT SDS 1104X-E) were
interconnected to the circuit under test (CUT) via BNC cables as illustrated in Fig. 5(b). With such
a setup, we may wonder how the frequency responses are established. The next paragraph will answer
this query with the analytical description of measured data post-processing.

4.3. Measured Data Post-Processing

The amplitudes and phase shifts defined by the t-time dependent analytically are expressed as:

vin(t) = Amax sin(2πft) (26)

vout(t) = Bmax sin(2πft+∆φ) (27)

with input signal amplitude, Amax, which is fixed to 1V, output signal amplitude, Bmax, and input-
output phase shift, ∆φ. The test frequency, f , was sampled as fk, with k varied from 1 to maximal
index:

kmax = Ent

[
fmax − fmin

∆f

]
(28)

with the Ent[·] being the superior integer part function. The magnitude and phase of measured VTF
are extracted from equation, respectively:

Tmeasured(fk) =
Bmax(fk)

Amax(fk)
(29)

φmeasured(fk) = ∆φ(fk) (30)

with fk = k∆f varied from fmin = f1 and fmax = fkmax . By incrementing k from 2 to kmax, the
measured GD is determined for the later equation by the relation corresponding to the discretization
of Equation (1):

GDmeasured(fk) =
φmeasured(fk)− φmeasured(fk−1)

2π(fk − fk−1)
(31)

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed experimental work, discussion between the calculated,
simulated and measured results will be presented.

4.4. Calculated, Simulated and Experimental Validation Results

To validate the BP NGD behavior, theoretical calculation with MATLAB R⃝, simulation from ADS R⃝,
and measurement results are discussed in the present subsection. The measurement was carried out by
sweeping the sine frequency f of the input signal expressed in Equation (26) from minimal frequency
fmin = 150 kHz to maximal frequency fmax = 250 kHz step ∆f = 5kHz. The input sine test signal was
windowed over the time width, Tmax = 40µs. After recording the amplitudes and phase shift between
the input and output sine signals, the NGD circuit responses were determined from Equations (29),
(30), and (31). The comparisons of the curves representing the calculated (“solid navy-blue line”),
simulated (“dashed blue-sky line”), and measured (“dotted red line”), frequency responses of the POC
of RLC-series circuit are plotted in Fig. 6. We emphasize that the magnitudes, phases, and GDs
shown in Fig. 6(a), Fig. 6(b), and Fig. 6(c), respectively, are in excellent agreement. The GDs of
Fig. 6(c) confirm that the proposed lumped passive topology behaves as a BP NGD function. The
notable difference between the calculation and measurement is mainly due to the employed component
tolerances, the measurement systematic errors by using the BNC cables and connectors, and also the
employed LF generator and oscilloscope imperfections. Nevertheless, the calculation and simulation
differences are literally negligible in the whole test frequency band. Furthermore, the NGD phenomenon
appears theoretically at the NGD center frequency with NGD value of about GDn = −37µs over the
NGD BW, BWn = 10 kHz as expected in Table 2.

In other words, this BW corresponds to about 8% of the NGD center frequency. The RLC-series
circuit attenuation is about 9.54 dB at the NGD center frequency. For an oversee about the comparative
study between the validation results, uncertainty analyses of the different parameters specifying the
NGD function will be explored in the next section.
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Figure 6. Calculated, simulated and measured responses: (a) magnitude, (b) phase and (c) GD.

5. UNCERTAINTY INVESTIGATION VERSUS R, L, AND C COMPONENT
TOLERANCES

Acting as an unfamiliar function, it would be important to perform an error analysis illustrating the
relevance of the considered BP NGD passive cell. The uncertainty study of the BP NGD response
never being done before is investigated in the present section. After parametric analyses, the theoretical
expressions and computed error results are discussed. Then, the uncertainty investigation will be
discussed in function of the used R, L, and C component tolerances.

5.1. Mapping Plots of BP NGD Frequency Responses with RLC Parameter Influences

This subsection deals with the study of the R, Rn, Ln, and Cn parameter variations on the BP NGD
circuit frequency responses. The parametric study is based on the mapping of magnitude, phase, and
GD frequency responses by taking into account of the lumped parameters. The ADS parametric AC
simulations were run with ±10% tolerance variations around the nominal values of each component. It
can be seen in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) that the resistances substantially affect all the BP NGD specifications.
The BP NGD circuit VTF magnitude varies with Rn while increasing R causes it to decrease further.
In the same way, the band of variation of T generated by Rn seems more important than that caused
by R. The NGD BW undergoes variations but almost equal for the two parameters. The BP NGD cell
is therefore sensitive to resistances but a little more so with Rn. These impacts are similarly reflected
in the phase and GD. We find that Rn reduces the BW much more than R. On the other hand, Rn

allows for more delay, especially for its small values. Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) show the influences of reactive
components Ln and Cn, respectively. As forecasted by formula (22), the two quantities influence the
NGD central frequency similarly.

We can see in both Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) that their increase causes the decrease of the NGD central
frequency through a trajectory in elliptical form. The reactive component variations do not affect the
VTF magnitude of the BP NGD circuit neither in optimal value nor in BW aperture. However, Cn

seems to have more impact on the level of variation of the GD. These parametric analyses lead us to
characterize the uncertainty of the BP NGD specifications versus the lumped elements.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7. Mapping plots of magnitude, phase and GD versus resistors (a) R and (b) Rn, and frequency.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Mapping plots of magnitude, phase and GD versus (a) Ln and (b) Cn, and frequency.

5.2. BP NGD Specification Uncertainty Theoretical Analyses

We recall that the theoretical expressions of the uncertainties are established from the multivariate
function, y(x1, x2, ..., xm) (with m being a positive integer) differentiation:

dy(x1, x2, ..., xm) =
m∑
k=1

∂y

∂xk
dxk (32)

The absolute uncertainty is established substituting dxk by ∆xk, dy by ∆y, and the partial derivative
∂y/∂xk by |∂y/∂xk|. Consequently, Equation (50) becomes:

∆y =
m∑
k=1

∣∣∣∣ ∂y∂xk

∣∣∣∣∆xk (33)

Based on this discretization definition, we establish the theoretical expressions of the NGD specification
uncertainties with respect to the NGD circuit parameters, R, Rn, Ln, and Cn. It implies that the
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relative errors corresponding to the uncertainties of NGD center frequency fn, attenuation expressed in
Equation (7), GD value established in Equation (8), and also the NGD BW elaborated in Equation (18)
are respectively:

∆fn
fn

=
1

2
·
(
∆Ln

Ln
+

∆Cn

Cn

)
(34)

∆Tn

Tn
=

(
R

R+Rn

)
·
(
∆R

R
+

∆Rn

Rn

)
(35)

∆GDn

GDn
=

(
Rn

R+Rn

)
· ∆R

R
+

(
R+ 2Rn

R+Rn

)
· ∆Rn

Rn
+

∆Ln

Ln
(36)

∆BW

BW
=

1

2
·
(

R

R+Rn

)
· ∆R

R
+

1

2
·
(
R+ 2Rn

R+Rn

)
· ∆Rn

Rn
+

∆Ln

Ln
(37)

Under a similar way, we have the NGD FoM uncertainty established earlier in Equation (22) from the
formula:

∆FoM

FoM
=

1

2
·
(
R+ 2Rn

R+Rn

)
·
(
∆R

R
+

∆Rn

Rn

)
(38)

Based on these formulations, the variations of NP NGD specifications were computed in function of
the passive elements R, Rn, Ln, and Cn. And the computed results are compared with the ADS R⃝ AC
simulations.

5.3. Simulated BP NGD Characteristic Variations

Based on ADS R⃝ parametric AC simulations, we can verify the consistence of the previously established
uncertainty formulas by considering the ±10% variations of passive elements around the nominal values.
The main specifications were generated from the mapping computations in the previous subsection. The
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obtained BP NGD specification results of R, Rn, Ln, and Cn variations are displayed Figs. 9, 10, and 11,
respectively. We can remark that except the BP NGD FoM, all variations of Tn, GDn, and BW around
the central frequency are linear. These three last specifications increase with Rn, contrary to the effect
of Ln. The increase of R decreases Tn when it could act in favor of GDn and BW. According to
Equations (7) and (22), the attenuation at the NGD center frequency and the FoM do not depend
on Ln and Cn, and they are about Tn ≈ −9.54 dB and FoM ≈ 0.122. This justifies their constant
appearance in Fig. 11. Finally, we observe in Figs. 9 and 10 that FoM reaches its optimal value at the
nominal values of R and Rn. It should be pointed out that these two values were initially chosen for
optimal operation. Their decreases/increases lead to quasi-symmetrical decreases of FoM around the
central frequency. These variations are relatively small because the ±10% of variations considered at
the level of R and Rn would result in less than 0.17% of variation of FoM n.
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Figure 11. Attenuation, NGD value and NGD BW versus Ln.

5.4. Uncertainty Numerical Results of BP NGD Characteristics

The theoretical uncertainties were calculated by considering the theoretical values of R, L, and C
elements of Table 3 via Equations (34) to (38). As a matter of fact, we obtain the numerical results
of Table 4 which summarizes the uncertainty and relative errors of NGD center frequency, attenuation,
GD value, NGD BW, and BP NGD FoM from the theory and measurement. The uncertainty analyses

Table 4. Calculated uncertainties and relative errors between theory and measurement.

Parameters
Theoretical

values

Theoretical

Uncertainties

Measured

values

Theory-measured

relative errors

fn 125 kHz 7.5% 124.5 0.4%

Tn 0.33 6.7% 0.43 30%

GDn −36.77µs 18.33% −23.3 36%

BW 10 kHz 15% 11 10%

FoMn 0.12 6.7% 0.11 8.3%
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are based on the component tolerances in series E12. It can be pointed out that the measured values
of the circuit parameters are close to the theoretical values except for the gain and the GD which are
outside the expected intervals.

6. CONCLUSION

A BP NGD theoretical and experimental study of lumped RLC-series network based passive cell is
investigated. The BP NGD engineering research work proposes innovative uncertainty analyses and LF
characterization technique never done before. The theoretical analysis is established in function of the
BP NGD topology lumped components. The BP NGD circuit design method is elaborated with a POC
expected to originally operate around the RFID frequency band. The BP NGD parameter uncertainty
variations versus the circuit components ones with respect to their tolerances are expressed to find the
optimal components values according to the given specifications.

To validate the BP NGD design method, an LF circuit POC model is simulated, fabricated, and
measured. Measurement results in good agreement with the model and simulation confirm the BP NGD
behavior. The discrepancies between simulation and measurement are commented with the respect
to the employed lumped component tolerances and systematic measurement errors. The uncertainty
analyses were presented with innovative formulas of relative inaccuracies of each BP NGD parameter
and comparison with schematic AC co-simulation including parametric analyses.

In the continuation of the present research work, further study taking into account the R, L, and
C parasitic effects of realistic components which are susceptible to modify the NGD parameters will be
developed.
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